
 

August 3, 2020 
 
Dear EMPH Class of 2021: 
 
It is our pleasure to welcome you back for your second year with the EMPH Program. The Year 2020 
has been quite the rollercoaster of emotions, adjustments, and resilience. While we struggle to make 
sense of two significant pandemics – COVID-19 and persistent systemic racism – we also recognize 
that you are managing a very important career and life process right now with entering the second 
half of your full-time graduate studies. Being both in the sectors of public health and education feels 
a bit like a double commitment to try to get this right. 
 
By now, you’ve received multiple emails from the Fielding School and UCLA on how we are 
addressing the fall term. We had asked back in June that EMPH courses be considered in person due 
to our unique characteristics of low-density classrooms, weekend scheduling, and infrequent course 
scheduling (mostly every 2 weeks). It was looking good for a while but then LA Co, and CA in general, 
has seen the COVID numbers go the wrong direction. For now, we will need to continue with remote 
learning.  
 
Our faculty and our EMPH office have been working diligently to provide you the top-quality 
education and bonding cohort experience you’ve come to expect from the Program. We were so 
pleased how well you did in the spring when remote learning was thrust upon us in short notice… 
thank you for that and for understanding that we are working over-time to even exceed your 
expectations this fall term as well. 
 
As we begin our first session and courses on August 28th, we will continue to primarily be holding 
LIVE sessions with your faculty and classmates. However, we also know that sitting in front of 
computer for long periods of time is pretty grueling. Each faculty will have various expectations and 
strategies to reduce the fatigue, so we recommend you log in to your CCLE course sites as soon as 
you see you’ve been enrolled (about 2 weeks prior to start) and read each of the syllabi closely.  
 
On the next page you’ll see information regarding your Welcome Back Packet and forms and 
procedures to address. We just want you to know that we are very happy and eager to see you all 
again and offer to host individual regular or Zoom calls anytime should you have questions. We look 
forward to also seeing you on Friday evening for our advantage|EMPH seminar as well. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
  
 
     
Leah J. Vriesman, PhD, MHA, MBA   Kyle Sullivan, MSW 
Executive Director, Executive Programs   Director, Executive Programs  
 
 

 



 

In preparation for Fall 2020, your online Welcome Back Packet is now available on the EMPH Program 
website. You’ll need to log in using your credentials given to you in last year’s registration email, and 
complete the ‘Year 2 Registration Packet’ on your dashboard. If you don’t remember your login please 
contact Geneva in the EMPH Program Office. 

Please read all of the materials carefully and note that some forms are due by August 17th. (Medical 
Insurance Form, Tuition Contract, Release Form and Parking Form) 
 
Please note the academic calendar for Fall 2020 has two back-to-back sessions, Sessions 3 and 4 and 
again for session 5 and 6.  The University set this calendar before COVID-19 based on University holidays 
and campus closures.  We have since looked into different options but unfortunately, trying to adjust it 
at this point has too many ripple effects in both winter and spring quarters.  
 
Following is a list of your required textbooks for fall quarter:   
 
HPM 436, Healthcare Finance, Instructor: T. Armatrout 
Finkler, Smith and Calabasas, Financial Management for Public, Health, and Not-for-Profit Organizations, 
6th Edition.  

HPM 400, Field Project, Instructor: M. Galper 
No Book Required 
 
HPM 440A, Health Info System & Technology, Instructor: K. Baldwin 
No Book Required 
 
HPM 441, Analytics and Visualization, Instructor:  H. Reischl 
No Book Required 
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